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Peripheral neuropathy manifests as a painful syndrome in a significant number of individuals suffering from diabetes mellitus. Painful diabetic neuropathy may interfere with sleep, work, and activities of daily living. Patients and practitioners alike often view this challenging disorder as incurable. A broad spectrum of therapeutic alternatives and physiologic approaches to this complex clinical problem are available. Careful assessment and a rational approach based on the nature and location of pain will lead to success. The authors review the etiology, clinical presentation, and diagnosis of diabetic peripheral neuropathy. Available therapeutic alternatives are emphasized and an original treatment algorithm is presented.

The management of painful diabetic peripheral sensory neuropathy is a difficult clinical challenge. The symptoms may be mild, moderate, or incapacitating and are often progressive. Although different therapies have been recommended, none has been universally effective. While a substantial number of diabetic patients suffering from painful neuropathy can receive relief, the successful control of diabetic neuropathic pain often remains an elusive goal.1

The distal symmetrical sensory polyneuropathy that accompanies diabetes mellitus is by far the most common form of peripheral neuropathy in industrialized nations, and is a major contributor to the overall morbidity associated with diabetes.2,5 The various clinical manifestations of diabetic neuropathy may be classified into diffuse (distal symmetrical sensory and motor polyneuropathy and autonomic neuropathy), which are predominantly symmetrical, and focal (mononeuropathy simplex, mononeuropathy multiplex, radiculopathy, and entrapments), which are predominantly asymmetrical.6 Proximal neuropathy is most often asymmetrical and may involve both motor and sensory nerves. Distal and proximal manifestations of neuropathy often coexist. Axonal and demyelinating lesions similar to those found in distal disease are present in proximal nerves in mild disease. Nerve ischemia, inflammatory infiltration, and vasculitis are encountered in severe forms of proximal neuropathy.7 Diabetic autonomic neuropathy is thought to occur in 70% of all diabetic patients. It most often coexists with distal symmetric polyneuropathy and may be a further progression of symmetric polyneuropathy.8 Any of the above-mentioned types of neuropathy may present with painful symptoms.

The actual frequency of painful diabetic neuropathy is not known. The prevalence of painful peripheral neuropathy among Finnish noninsulin-dependent diabetic patients at diagnosis was found to be 8.3%. The prevalence increased to 16.7% after 5 years and climbed to 41.9% in the same cohort of patients after 10 years.9 A prospective trial by Pirart10 demonstrated an increase in the prevalence of painful peripheral neuropathy among diabetics from 7.5% at diagnosis to 50% after 25 years. In another study of noninsulin-dependent diabetic patients, 15.2% demonstrated abnormalities in conduction velocity at the time of
diagnosis, but only 2.3% of these patients had observ-
able clinical signs, and an even smaller 1.5% had symptomatic polyneuropathy at diagnosis. The prevalence of symptomatic peripheral neuropathy in type I diabetics was reported by Boulton et al. to be 10.7%. Painful symptoms are not uncommon in diabetic neuropathy, irrespective of the presence or absence of foot ulceration, and can occur at any stage of the disease.

Etiology

Numerous factors have been discussed as potential causes of diabetic peripheral neuropathy, but the exact pathogenesis is not well understood. Furthermore, it is unclear why some patients with diabetes experience pain while others simply experience an asymptomatic, progressive loss of peripheral nerve function. Proposed etiologic factors include chronic and acute hyperglycemia, microvascular abnormalities, lipid disorders, nitric oxide deficiency, reduced insulin, and insulin-like growth factor activity, genetic and environmental variables, and nerve compression.

The pathogenesis is no doubt multifactorial. However, recent evidence confirms that microvascular disease is one of the major factors. Pathologic changes in the endoneurial capillaries cause endoneurial ischemia and appear to correlate with the severity of neuropathy. The pathogenesis is no doubt multifactorial. However, recent evidence confirms that microvascular disease is one of the major factors. Pathologic changes in the endoneurial capillaries cause endoneurial ischemia and appear to correlate with the severity of neuropathy.

Demonstrated microvascular abnormalities include arteriovenous shunting, increased adherence of erythrocytes to the endothelial lining, hyperviscosity of the blood, decreased deformability of red cells, and platelet and fibrin plugging. Flow motion is the cyclical variation in blood flow resulting from the natural rhythmical opening and closing of arterioles. Flow motion amplitude is reduced in diabetic peripheral neuropathy (Table 1). However, a study of 1,175 patients by Pirart showed that a majority of neuropathic patients had no arterial obliteration and work by Archer et al. shows incidents of increased blood flow.

Hyperglycemia appears to be a primary event. Clinical experience has shown that acute hyperglycemia can cause exacerbations of neuropathic pain. Chronic hyperglycemia is associated with various alterations in lipids, alcohol sugars, and myo-inositol. Both acute and chronic hyperglycemia result in an increase in the polyol pathway activity within the peripheral nerve. Investigators have identified the increased conversion of glucose to sorbitol by the enzyme aldose reductase as a mediating pathway for peripheral neuropathy. Because endoneurium is impermeable to the sorbitol, the accumulation of sorbitol appears to cause an osmotic swelling that may be involved in the thickening of the basement membrane or a physical stretching of neural structures. This has significance because the degree of basement membrane thickening in endoneurial microvessels is associated with the severity of neuropathic abnormality in human diabetic polyneuropathy. Increased levels of sorbitol lead to a decrease in myo-inositol tissue concentration. The decrease in tissue levels of myo-inositol is believed to alter axolemmal sodium permeability and to cause structural alteration at the node of Ranvier. Myo-inositol administration appears to correct the reduced tissue myo-inositol levels without influencing nerve sorbitol concentration and yet, at the same time, normalizes diabetic nerve function (Table 2). Insulin neuritis, also known as acute painful neuropathy of rapid glycemic control, is well recognized but not well understood. Such acute neuropathic symptoms may offer clues as to the exact etiology of diabetic neuropathy. The term “insulin neuritis” is a misnomer in that the condition can develop following the administration of oral hypoglycemic agents as well. The fact that epineurial vessel anatomy is abnormal in patients with insulin neuritis supports the importance of vascular factors.

Diagnosis

While several different parameters should be considered during the evaluation of the neuropathic patient to determine extent and etiology, the authors believe that symptomatology is the most useful factor in the clinical setting. The patients tend to give a common pattern of complaints that can be used as a guide in the selection of a treatment regimen. Pain quality is often described with adjectives such as burning, tingling, aching, grabbing, stingeth, stabbing, cold, or numb. Some patients complain of allodynia wherein

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Potential Vascular Causes of Peripheral Neuropathy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basement membrane thickening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endothelial cell proliferation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arteriovenous shunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased diffusion distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyper-reactive platelets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated blood viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid erythrocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epineurial new vessel formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced flow motion amplitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


a light touch from an ordinarily nonnoxious stimulus such as bedding causes an unpleasant sensation. The pain is most often worst at night and can cause sleep disturbances. In the worst cases, wearing shoes may become impossible and the pain may interfere with employment and avocations. It occurs symmetrically in a stocking or glove pattern.

The patient will often describe these pains in vague terms with some difficulty in localization and, in most cases, the pain waxes and wanes. Patients with disabling pain may be reassured that their most severe symptoms may improve spontaneously in less than a year and may subsequently resolve altogether. A group of patients remains whose symptoms are less dramatic, but nonetheless disagreeable, and they report pain over many years. Many patients progress from painful feet to frankly insensitive feet over time. Diabetic peripheral neuropathy has also been known to trigger restless legs syndrome. Diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy also demonstrate a relative inability to maintain posture as evidenced by exaggerated body sway. Based on the basic hypothesis of Asbury and Fields, Pfeifer et al described a neuropathophysiological model consisting of three distinct types of pain referred to as superficial, deep, or muscular. According to this model, a superficial dyesthetic type of pain (burning, tingling, and allodynia) may be attributable to increased firing of damaged or excitable nociceptive fibers, particularly regenerating fibers, in a cutaneous or subcutaneous distribution.

A second type of pain associated with diabetic polyneuropathy is deeper in presentation and may be electrical or knife-like in quality or described as numbness. This deep pain may result from several different etiologies, including damaged dorsal root ganglia, loss of segmental inhibition, ectopic impulses, and physiologic stimulation of afferents that innervate the nerve sheaths themselves (nervi nervorum) from endoneurial swelling.

A third type of pain can be called muscular pain. This may be described as cramping, aching, grabbing, or muscle tenderness, and may be attributed to injured motor nerves or a reflex loop through the spinal cord. Ectopic impulses to the muscle generated from demyelinated nerves cause muscle spasm and pain. Many patients and physicians fail to connect the muscular complaints with diabetes and consider only the more common metabolic or biomechanical causes. Patients may present with only one type of pain complaint, either superficial, deep, or muscular, but often more than one type of complaint coexist.

Certainly a good history is helpful here, but sometimes the patients will give these symptoms without a positive diabetic history. Indeed, painful neuropathy may be the presenting symptom at diagnosis. Nevertheless, it is always important that a differential diagnostic approach be used as there are many other causes of neuropathy.

More than one potential cause may be present in a given patient. In addition to diabetes, the most common cause of peripheral neuropathy, neuropathy may result from toxic exposure, infection, heredity, neoplasm, structural deformity, and other metabolic disorders.

Some causes of toxic neuropathies include: 1) drugs (allopurinol, diphenylhydantoin, hydralazine); 2) heavy metals (arsenic, lead, mercury); 3) industrial toxins (acrylamide, carbon tetrachloride, insecticides); and 4) ethanol. Alcoholic neuropathy is believed to be the second most common cause of peripheral neuropathy.

Infectious neuropathies include disorders such as Hansen’s disease, Guillain-Barré syndrome, infectious mononucleosis, syphilis, and AIDS. Other metabolic neuropathies may include pernicious anemia, acute intermittent porphyria, hypothyroidism, and uremia. Neoplastic neuropathies may include carcinoma, lymphoma, and leukemia, while structural neuropathies include spinal cord tumors, spinal dysraphisms, and spondylolisthesis.

The characteristic signs of sensory neuropathy include symmetrical decrease of light touch and pain sensation in a stocking distribution. This may be accompanied by decreased or absent Achilles tendon reflexes and decreased vibratory sensations. Loss of proprioception is often a late finding. Involvement of the hands is also a late finding.

The patient’s history and clinical signs are often sufficient to establish the diagnosis of diabetic neuropathy. However, objective testing can be used to confirm the clinical suspicions. Nerve conduction velocities are slowed in the presence of diabetic neuropathy.
ropathy. The use of a Semmes-Weinstein monofilament will often reveal a loss of protective threshold. The Biothesiometer® estab[
ishes vibration perception threshold and the Neurometer® monitors current perception threshold. All of the above tests can be used to monitor the progression of the disease.

**Treatment**

As stated previously, no one treatment modality helps all patients with painful neuropathy, and there are some patients for whom nothing seems to help. In the experience of the authors, approximately 80% of diabetic patients can expect to receive considerable, and in many cases, total relief of their painful symptoms caused by diabetic peripheral neuropathy with appropriate therapy. The use of physical modalities, medication, and surgery may all be required to achieve satisfactory relief. Because many of the drugs used to treat painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy may have far-reaching physiologic effects, the clinician must work closely with the patient’s primary care physician or diabetologist to avoid complications. A knowledge of these medications’ potential interactions with the patient’s individual pharmacologic profile is essential.

The treatment of peripheral neuropathy may involve concentrating on either the symptoms or the cause of neuropathy. To be consistently successful, however, both must be dealt with. An approach focused on the nature and location of pain will guide the clinician. A suggested algorithm is seen in Figure 1.

**Rigid Glucose Control.** Both personal experience and elegant research have demonstrated the crucial importance of tight control of the blood glucose. Many diabetic patients relate exacerbations of their neuropathic symptoms when blood glucose is higher than usual. Enhanced control will often ameliorate the symptoms. Continuous infusion of insulin through an insulin pump helps to control diabetic neuropathy.

One of the lessons learned from the unprecedented Diabetes Control and Complications Trial is that intensive glucose management dramatically reduces the incidence and progression of diabetic complications, including peripheral neuropathy. Every patient with symptomatic diabetic neuropathy should be strongly encouraged to use frequent self-monitoring of blood glucose and to carefully follow, where possible, an intensive program of glucose management.

**Tricyclic Antidepressants.** Tricyclic antidepressants are, without question, the most widely used pharmacologic approach to this problem at the present time. Those that have received the most attention are amitriptyline, nortriptyline, imipramine, desipramine, and trazodone. These all work by affecting the neurotransmitter systems responsible for pain relief. Amitriptyline is the most widely studied medication for managing neuropathy. Antidepressants such as amitriptyline are often limited by their side effects. Because of their multiple sites of action, patients usually experience an anticholinergic response to these drugs. If the patients can tolerate these side effects, they usually do very well.

Common anticholinergic responses include dry mouth, tiredness, headache, constipation, insomnia, orthostatic symptoms, palpitations, increased sweating, and lightheadedness.

A study that compared amitriptyline, desipramine, and fluoxetine found desipramine and amitriptyline to be equal in their ability to relieve neuropathic pain. However, the anticholinergic effects were fewer with patients taking desipramine because of its more selective action. Fluoxetine proved to be no more effective than a placebo, most likely because it only inhibits the reuptake of serotonin.

**Anticonvulsants.** There are several medications in this class that are relatively unrelated structurally and have varying degrees of success. None of these are first-line drugs, although many neurologists have used carbamazepine as their mainstay for neuropathic problems. Not all reports have supported claims of effectiveness. A newer anticonvulsant with an entirely different mode of action, gabapentin (Neurontin®), has demonstrated effectiveness as an antiepileptic with low toxicity and a low rate of side effects. Some anecdotal reports indicate its effectiveness in the management of painful neuropathy, reflex sympathetic dystrophy, trigeminal neuralgia, and migraine headaches. Gabapentin is currently undergoing placebo-controlled studies in these disorders. The effective therapeutic dose for treatment of chronic pain is often less than the dose required for the control of epilepsy. Diphenhydantoin and clonazepam also have been prescribed for neuropathic symptoms. Because of a significant risk of hepatitis and pancytopenia with the use of carbamazepine, liver function tests and a complete blood count should be performed every 3 months. Anticonvulsants need to be progressively dosed and their potential effects
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close structural analogue of lidocaine. It has been found that intravenous lidocaine has a significant symptom-relieving effect on painful diabetic neuropathy that may last for 3 to 21 days after a single infusion.74-76 Both lidocaine and mexiletine have a sodium channel-blocking effect, which is the electrophysiologic basis for their antiarrhythmic action. By blocking the sodium ions, the small afferent myelinated nerves are unable to depolarize, thus decreasing pain detection.65

Hemorrheologic Agents. Pentoxifylline, a trisubstituted xanthine derivative, is the first of the hemorrhheologic agents to be approved by the US Food and Drug Administration and is indicated for the treatment of intermittent claudication. Pentoxifylline has multiple effects that alter the viscosity and flow of blood. These effects include increased red and white cell deformability, reduced plasma viscosity, decreased plasma fibrinogen concentrations, and reduced platelet and red cell aggregation.77, 78

The beneficial therapeutic effects of pentoxifylline on painful peripheral neuropathy have been noted in diabetic patients with measurable impairment in arterial supply.79-81 In a study of 21 patients with dia-
abetic neuropathy, Cohen and Harris\textsuperscript{80} noted that although pain was decreased after the administration of pentoxifylline and clonazepam for 12 weeks, the alleviation of pain was not significant when compared with the placebo group.\textsuperscript{82} In a study by Cohen and Mathews\textsuperscript{83}, there was no difference in motor and sensory examinations in type II diabetic patients without evidence of peripheral vascular disease after treatment with pentoxifylline when compared with the placebo group. Pentoxifylline has an overall low incidence of side effects, with gastrointestinal discomfort and dizziness being the most common complaints. Pentoxifylline should not be used in patients with intolerance to methylxanthines such as caffeine, theophylline, and theobromine.

**Herbal Remedies.** Evening primrose oil and borage oil are herbal remedies that have been used successfully for many years to manage the symptoms of painful diabetic neuropathy. Each contains the active ingredient gamma-linolenic acid. In diabetes, the first step in the metabolism of linoleic acid to linolenic acid is impaired.\textsuperscript{84, 85} It is therefore theorized that the administration of gamma-linolenic acid is beneficial because it bypasses the impaired metabolic step.\textsuperscript{86-88} There is now strong evidence that di-linolein mono-\(\gamma\)-linolenate is an ingredient that plays a significant role, which further suggests that correction of nerve dysfunction requires vascular action.\textsuperscript{89} Several studies have shown that gamma-linolenic acid can be effective in relieving the pain of diabetic neuropathy.\textsuperscript{15, 90-92}

**Topical Counterirritants.** Capsaicin is an effective topical counterirritant known to exert its effect by depleting substance \(P\) from the terminals and central connections of the C-type nerve fibers.\textsuperscript{93-97} Endogenous neurotransmitters such as substance \(P\) are important mediators of nociception in the peripheral nervous system. Capsaicin is especially effective in the treatment of more superficial symptoms such as allodynia, burning, and tingling and is often used in combination with oral modalities.

Capsaicin causes an unpleasant burning sensation in some patients, which limits its use. If patients can persist with the application through the initial period of burning, it usually subsides after a few days. Analgesic balms containing camphor, menthol, or methylsaliicylate can also provide brief periods of pain relief.

**Physical Therapy.** Physical therapy can relieve peripheral neuropathic pain for a few weeks to several months. Both stretching and massage can be helpful in the relief of muscle cramping and leg aches. In the authors’ experience, electrical stimulation, especially microcurrent, has been most efficacious in the relief of burning and tingling. A maximum of three treatments each week for 3 weeks will be necessary in most cases. Several modalities are available. Some, such as H-wave\textsuperscript{84}, have home units available to facilitate daily treatments.

**Surgery.** Surgical options for the management of recalcitrant pain from diabetic neuropathy include the implantation of spinal electrodes and decompression of the posterior tibial nerve. The implantation of electrodes in the thoracic and lumbar epidural space can provide immediate pain relief with persistent relief at 3 months.\textsuperscript{88} Exercise tolerance is also improved with this technique. Posterior tibial nerve decompression has been shown to relieve the pain of diabetic neuropathy in the majority of treated patients.\textsuperscript{99} Return of other sensory function was also noted. In this study, internal neurolysis was not performed, but varicosities were ligated. A positive Tinel’s sign was present preoperatively in most of the patients evaluated but preoperative and postoperative nerve conduction velocities did not vary markedly in any patient. Standard electrodagnostic studies are not helpful in defining patients who will benefit from decompression. However, identification of viable nerve by using the Tinel’s sign has excellent prognostic capabilities.\textsuperscript{100, 101} Only patients with prolonged incapacitating pain unresponsive to physical and medical therapies should be considered for surgical intervention.

**Other Treatment Alternatives.** Phenothiazines are rarely used by themselves anymore but may be combined with a tricyclic antidepressant such as amitriptyline. Triavil\textsuperscript{5}, for example, is a combination of a phenothiazine with carbamazepine and is used for the treatment of neurologic disorders. Muscle relaxants such as baclofen and metazaloxone have both been studied as analgesic treatments for painful diabetic neuropathy.\textsuperscript{40, 102} It is appropriate to use muscle relaxants when the muscular type of pain is present with cramping or grabbing sensations. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs may give symptomatic relief of muscular-type complaints. Opiate analgesics are not usually effective in the management of painful diabetic neuropathy.\textsuperscript{103}

Deficiencies of thiamine, pyridoxine, or cobalamin may result in burning pain and peripheral neuropathy. Each of the above-mentioned vitamins and B-complex vitamins have been tried in the attempt to ameliorate the symptoms of diabetic neuropathy. After a review of conflicting reports about thiamine by Thompson\textsuperscript{104}, he concluded that there was no biochemical evidence that thiamine deficiency was a factor in the etiology of diabetic neuropathy. Several
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controlled studies have failed to show any greater relief with pyridoxine than with placebo.105-107 Horiuchi et al108 and Beckett and Matthews109 found no evidence of B12 deficiency in diabetic neuropathic patients. Two clinical trials reporting clinical improvement with vitamin B12 were poorly controlled and a third showed B12 to be ineffective when given for a few weeks.110, 111 Because of the lack of evidence of clinical efficacy, vitamins cannot be recommended for the treatment of painful diabetic neuropathy. Peripheral neuropathy can actually be caused by the prolonged ingestion of high doses of multivitamins.112

Aldose reductase inhibitors have been a promising target for direct pharmacologic intervention because of their unique ability to partially reverse some of the damage done to the nerve by hyperglycemia.39, 44, 113 However, clinical trials of aldose reductase inhibitors have shown equivocal relief of clinical symptoms.114-116 Because of troublesome adverse effects with sorbinil, an early version, the drug is no longer under investigation. Tolrestat, a carboxylic acid, is currently undergoing clinical trials for retinopathy.117, 118 A subset of patients who describe their pain as sharp and shooting may respond to the antihypertensive clonidine.119

Japanese and European studies of prostaglandin E1, an intravenous medication, as a treatment of ischemic lower extremity ulcers have shown improvement in neuropathic symptoms.120, 121

Another physical modality, polyurethane films, may relieve superficial complaints in diabetic neuropathy. These very thin, transparent sheets were developed for use in surgery and for dressing wounds. The films contain an adhesive on one side and are applied to the most symptomatic areas of the neuropathic patient. The film is kept in place around the clock and may be worn for several days without changing. It has been theorized that the films help relieve neuropathic symptoms by acting as a barrier to extraneous stimuli. It may also stimulate the light touch afferent fibers to control pain acting in a way similar to transcutaneous electrical stimulation.122

**Treatment Algorithm**

An ordered, stepwise approach to the management of painful diabetic neuropathy will give the best results. The focus must be on the nature and location of symptoms. A recommended algorithm for treatment is depicted in Figure 1. The foundation of management is the rigid control of glucose for all patients. Superficial allodynia may be relieved with the use of topical agents or film. Muscular complaints will respond to physical therapy and muscle relaxants. Deep complaints should be treated first with physical modalities. If these fail to provide lasting relief, a number of oral medications are available. If evidence of vascular impairment is present, the patient may respond to the use of pentoxifylline. If clinical evidence does not confirm significant vascular disease, antidepressants, anticonvulsants, mexiletine, or gamma linolenic acid may be effective. If the oral remedies have been exhausted without satisfactory results, surgery may be appropriate. The implantation of spinal electrodes and posterior tibial decompression give relief.

**Conclusion**

A substantial number of diabetic patients with painful neuropathy suffer for years without hope of relief. The practitioner must follow these patients with careful records and be persistent in order to achieve consistent results. Through an accurate interpretation of the clinical signs, patient symptoms, and confirmatory diagnostic studies, morbidity and mortality associated with peripheral neuropathy may be delayed, if not prevented.123
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